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Flowchart of an ISO 19600 – Compliance management system:5Overview
In February 2017, the Fraud Section of the United States Department of 
Justice’s Criminal Division published a document entitled ‘Evaluation 
of Corporate Compliance Programs’,1 its most recent communication 
of the DOJ’s assessment criteria for effective corporate compliance 
programmes. The DOJ recognises that each company’s risk profile 
and the solutions it adopts to reduce risks should be evaluated on their 
own merits. The DOJ therefore tailors its determination to each case. 
However, even tailored determinations raise many of the same ques-
tions. The DOJ document explains the questions the DOJ may ask 
about a corporate compliance programme. However, it gives no guid-
ance on how companies can provide the right answers.

In December 2014, the International Organization for 
Standardization published ISO International Standard 19600 – 
Compliance management systems – Guidelines,2 which helps organisa-
tions establish, develop, implement, evaluate, maintain and improve 
an effective and responsive compliance management system. It is the 
first international standard on state-of-the-art compliance manage-
ment and provides the basis for other international standards, such as 
ISO 37001 – Anti-bribery management systems.

The DOJ document and ISO 19600 differ, yet they have a shared 
preventive goal. The following table shows that US policy and the 
Standard are largely compatible, and that ISO 19600 is an appropri-
ate way to bring companies to a level of compliance management that 
allows them to provide the right answers to the DOJ’s questions, should 
that be necessary. The table below illustrates the overlap between the 
DOJ and ISO guidance; the flowchart opposite illustrates the manage-
ment system that the Standard advocates. The colour scheme of both 
graphics indicates the topical overlap.

No. DOJ document topic ISO 19600, sections Overlap?

1 Analysis of underlying 
misconduct

Introduction; 10.1 Yes3

2 Senior and middle 
management

Introduction; 4.4; 5.1;  
7.3.2.3

Yes

3 Autonomy and resources 4.4; 5.3; 5.3.4 Yes

4 Policies and procedures 5.1; 5.2; 5.2.1; 5.3.4; 6.2;  
8.1; 8.2; 9; 9.1; 9.1.6

Yes

5 Risk assessment 4.6; 6.1 Yes

6 Training and 
communications

5.3.4; 7.2.2; 7.3.2.3; 
9.1.6;  

Yes

7 Confidential reporting 
and investigation

5.3.3; 9.1.7; 9.2; 10.1.2 Yes

8 Incentives and 
disciplinary measures

5.3.4; 7.3.2.2; 7.3.2.3; 10 Yes

9 Continuous 
improvement, testing and 
review

9.2, 9.3 and 10.2 Yes (principles)

10 Third-party management 8.3 Yes (principles)4

11 Mergers and acquisitions N/A N/A
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The Standard requires direct access of the compliance function to the 
board and compliance training at all levels (Sections 4.4 and 7.2.2)

3. Autonomy and resources

Compliance Role – Was compliance involved in training and deci-
sions relevant to the misconduct? Did the compliance or relevant 
control functions . . . ever raise a concern in the area where the mis-
conduct occurred?

Stature – How has the compliance function compared with other 
strategic functions in the company in terms of stature, compensa-
tion levels, rank/title, reporting line, resources, and access to key 
decision-makers? . . .

Experience and Qualifications – Have the compliance and control 
personnel had the appropriate experience and qualifications for 
their roles and responsibilities?

Autonomy – Have the compliance and relevant control functions 
had direct reporting lines to anyone on the board of directors? How 
often do they meet with the board of directors? Are members of the 
senior management present for these meetings? Who reviewed the 
performance of the compliance function and what was the review 
process? Who has determined compensation/bonuses/raises/hir-
ing /termination of compliance officers? Do the compliance and 
relevant control personnel in the field have reporting lines to head-
quarters? . . .

Empowerment – Have there been specific instances where compli-
ance raised concerns or objections in the area in which the wrongdo-
ing occurred? How has the company responded to such compliance 
concerns? Have there been specific transactions or deals that were 
stopped, modified, or more closely examined as a result of compli-
ance concerns?

Funding and Resources – How have decisions been made about the 
allocation of personnel and resources for the compliance and rel-
evant control functions in light of the company’s risk profile? Have 
there been times when requests for resources by the compliance and 
relevant control functions have been denied? If so, how have those 
decisions been made?

Outsourced Compliance Functions – Has the company outsourced 
all or parts of its compliance functions to an external firm or con-
sultant? What has been the rationale for doing so? Who has been 
involved in the decision to outsource? How has that process been 
managed (including who oversaw and/or liaised with the external 
firm/consultant)? What access level does the external firm or con-
sultant have to company information? How has the effectiveness of 
the outsourced process been assessed?

Section 4.4 of the Standard mentions three principles of good com-
pliance governance: the compliance function should (i) have direct 
access to the board, (ii) be independent (from line management) and 
(iii) have appropriate authority and adequate resources.

The compliance function and its tasks are defined in Section 5.3.4. The 
Standard provides a check-list of the compliance function’s tasks rang-
ing from identifying the organisation’s compliance obligations to the 
implementing a compliance reporting and documenting system and 
the provision of objective compliance advice to the organisation.

Section 5.3.4 states that the compliance function should demonstrate 
integrity, effective communication skills and an ability and stand-
ing to command acceptance of its guidance and have the relevant 
competence.

Outsourced processes are addressed in Section 8.3. All outsourced 
processes (compliance-related or not) should be monitored for compli-
ance and are subject to effective compliance due diligence to maintain 
the organisation’s standards and commitment to compliance.

The ISO Standard introduces a transparent management system that is 
auditable and cost-efficient. The Standard represents state-of-the-art 
compliance management and provides a basis for the legal presump-
tion of diligent management.

In the following we reproduce in abridged form the DOJ’s docu-
ment going through the sample topics and questions section by section 
and highlighting the overlap with the ISO Standard:

1. Analysis and remediation of underlying misconduct

Root Cause Analysis – What is the company’s root cause analysis 
of the misconduct at issue? What systemic issues were identified? 
Who in the company was involved in making the analysis?

Prior Indications – Were there prior opportunities to detect the mis-
conduct in question, such as audit reports identifying relevant con-
trol failures or allegations, complaints, or investigations involving 
similar issues? What is the company’s analysis of why such oppor-
tunities were missed?

Remediation – What specific changes has the company made to 
reduce the risk that the same or similar issues will not occur in the 
future? What specific remediation has addressed the issues identi-
fied in the root cause and missed opportunity analysis?

The Standard does not ask questions related to past conduct. However, 
its Introduction states that regulatory and judicial bodies can benefit 
from the Standard as a benchmark when considering an organisation’s 
commitment to compliance through its management system.

In Section 10 – Improvement, the Standard lists actions an organisa-
tion should take if it detects non-compliance. These actions include 
the elimination of the root causes of non-compliance and the 
required remedial changes to the compliance management system.

2. Senior and middle management

Conduct at the Top – How have senior leaders, through their words 
and actions, encouraged or discouraged the type of misconduct in 
question? What concrete actions have they taken to demonstrate 
leadership in the company’s compliance and remediation efforts? 
How does the company monitor its senior leadership’s behavior? How 
has senior leadership modelled proper behavior to subordinates?

Shared Commitment – What specific actions have senior leaders 
and other stakeholders . . . taken to demonstrate their commitment 
to compliance, including their remediation efforts? How is infor-
mation shared among different components of the company?

Oversight – What compliance expertise has been available on the 
board of directors? Have the board of directors and/or external 
auditors held executive or private sessions with the compliance 
and control functions? What types of information have the board 
of directors and senior management examined in their exercise of 
oversight in the area in which the misconduct occurred?

The ISO Standard recommends that the governing body (in com-
panies, the board of directors) and top management demonstrate 
leadership of and commitment to the compliance management 
system by establishing and upholding the core values of the organi-
sation and ensuring that the necessary resources are available, 
allocated and assigned (section 5.1. a, d). They should also ensure 
alignment between operational targets and compliance obligations 
(Section 5.1. i) and establish and maintain accountability mecha-
nisms, including timely reporting on compliance matters, including 
non-compliance (Section 5.1. j).

Under Section 7.3.2.3 – Compliance culture, the development of a 
compliance culture requires the active, visible, consistent and sus-
tained commitment of the governing body and management to a 
common, published standard of behaviour that is required through-
out every area of the organisation.
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4. Policies and procedures

a. Design and Accessibility
Designing Compliance Policies and Procedures – What has been 
the company’s process for designing and implementing new poli-
cies and procedures? Who has been involved in the design of policies 
and procedures? Have business units/divisions been consulted prior 
to rolling them out?

Applicable Policies and Procedures – Has the company had poli-
cies and procedures that prohibited the misconduct? How has the 
company assessed whether these policies and procedures have been 
effectively implemented? How have the functions that had own-
ership of these policies and procedures been held accountable for 
supervisory oversight?

Section 5.2 of the Standard holds that the organisation’s compliance 
policy should (among other aspects) outline the scope of the compli-
ance management system, the extent to which compliance will be 
integrated with other functions, and the degree to which compliance 
will be embedded into operational policies, procedures and pro-
cesses. This policy should be available as documented information 
and be written in plain language so that all employees can easily 
understand the principles and intent.

Gatekeepers – Has there been clear guidance and/or training for 
the key gatekeepers (e.g., the persons who issue payments or review 
approvals) in the control processes relevant to the misconduct? 
What has been the process for them to raise concerns?

Key gatekeepers are not specifically addressed in the Standard. 
However, under Section 5.3, the responsibilities and authorities for all 
relevant roles (ie, governing body, senior management, compliance 
function, other management and employees) should be assigned and 
communicated within the organisation.

Accessibility – How has the company communicated the policies 
and procedures relevant to the misconduct to relevant employees 
and third parties? How has the company evaluated the usefulness 
of these policies and procedures?

Section 7.5.3 holds that documented information . . . should be con-
trolled to ensure: a) it is available, accessible and suitable for use, 
where and when it is needed . . . . Section 8.2 – Establishing controls 
and procedures – recommends that clear, practical and easy to fol-
low documented operating policies, procedures, processes and work 
instructions be established.

b. Operational Integration
Responsibility for Integration – Who has been responsible for 
integrating policies and procedures? With whom have they 
consulted . . .? How have they been rolled out . . .?

According to Section 5.3.4, the compliance function, working with 
management, should be responsible for integrating compliance obli-
gations into existing operational policies and procedures.

Controls – What controls failed or were absent that would have 
detected or prevented the misconduct? Are they there now?

Payment Systems – How was the misconduct in question funded . . .? 
What processes could have prevented or detected improper access 
to these funds? Have those processes been improved?

Approval/Certification Process – How have those with approval 
authority or certification responsibilities in the processes relevant 
to the misconduct known what to look for, and when and how to 

escalate concerns? What steps have been taken to remedy any fail-
ures identified in this process?

According to Section 8.1 – Operational planning and control, the 
organisation should plan, implement and control the processes 
needed to meet compliance obligations.

The Standard does not address the funding of misconduct. But 
Section 9.1.7 – Compliance reporting states that the governing body, 
management and the compliance function should ensure that they 
are effectively informed on the performance of the compliance man-
agement system, including all relevant non-compliance.

Section 9.1.7 recommends that there be sign-off on the accuracy of 
reports to the governing body, including by the compliance function.

Vendor Management – If vendors had been involved in the miscon-
duct, what was the process for vendor selection and did the vendor 
in question go through that process?

Vendor management is not specifically addressed in the Standard, 
but Section 8.3 covers all outsourced processes and holds that 
organisations should consider compliance risks related to other third-
party-related processes, such as supply of goods and services, and 
distribution of products, and put controls in place, as necessary.

5. Risk assessment

Risk Management Process – What methodology has the company 
used to identify, analyze, and address the particular risks it faced?

Information Gathering and Analysis – What information or met-
rics has the company collected and used to help detect the type 
of misconduct in question? How has the information or metrics 
informed the company’s compliance program?

Manifested Risks – How has the company’s risk assessment process 
accounted for manifested risks?

The Standard (see Section 4.6) is based on the methodology of ISO 
Standard 31000 – Risk management. However, the Standard also 
leaves room for alternative approaches and methods to identify, 
analyse and evaluate compliance risks, such as the COSO ERM 
framework.

The Standard states that a compliance risk assessment is the basis 
of any compliance management system and that a risk assessment 
process essentially consists in relating the compliance obligations (as 
defined in Section 3.16) to the activities, products and services of the 
organisation.

6. Training and communications

Risk-Based Training – What training have employees in relevant 
control functions received? Has the company provided tailored 
training for high-risk and control employees that addressed the 
risks in the area where the misconduct occurred? What analysis 
has the company undertaken to determine who should be trained 
and on what subjects?

Form/Content/Effectiveness of Training – Has the training been 
offered in the form and language appropriate for the intended 
audience? How has the company measured the effectiveness of the 
training?

Communications about Misconduct – What has senior manage-
ment done to let employees know the company’s position on the 
misconduct that occurred? What communications have there been 
generally when an employee is terminated for failure to comply 
with the company’s policies, procedures, and controls . . .?
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Availability of Guidance – What resources have been available 
to employees to provide guidance relating to compliance policies? 
How has the company assessed whether its employees know when to 
seek advice and whether they would be willing to do so?

Section 7.2.2 of the Standard outlines training principles. Education 
and training of employees should be tailored to the obligations and 
compliance risks of employees, aligned with the corporate training 
programme and incorporated into annual training plans.

Training should be practical, readily understood and relevant to 
employees’ day-to-day work. Education and training should be 
assessed for effectiveness and updated as required. Compliance per-
formance should be measured by indicators such as the percentage of 
employees effectively trained, the frequency of contact by regulators, 
the usage of feedback mechanisms etc (Section 9.1.6 – Development 
of indicators).

Section 7.3.2.3 – Compliance culture – mentions ongoing communica-
tion on compliance issues and prompt and proportionate disciplining 
of wilful or negligent breaches of compliance obligations as examples 
of factors that will support the development of a compliance culture.

According to Section 5.3.4, the compliance function should provide 
employees with access to resources on compliance procedures 
and references and provide objective advice to the organisation on 
compliance-related matters. Inversely, employees should use avail-
able compliance resources and participate in training (Section 5.3.6 
– Employee responsibility).

7. Confidential reporting and investigation

Effectiveness of the Reporting Mechanism – How has the company 
collected, analyzed, and used information from its reporting mech-
anisms? How has the company assessed the seriousness of the alle-
gations it received? Has the compliance function had full access to 
reporting and investigative information?

Properly Scoped Investigation by Qualified Personnel – How has 
the company ensured that the investigations have been properly 
scoped, and were independent, objective, appropriately conducted, 
and properly documented?

Response to Investigations – Has the company’s investigation been 
used to identify root causes, system vulnerabilities, and account-
ability lapses, including among supervisory manager and senior 
executives? What has been the process for responding to investigative 
findings? How high up in the company do investigative findings go?

Section 10.1.2 of the Standard outlines the escalation process: an 
effective compliance management system should include a mecha-
nism for employees and others to report suspected or actual mis-
conduct, or violations of the organisation’s compliance obligations, 
confidentially and without fear of retaliation.

Section 9.1.5  holds that information classification and management 
is critical. Information collected needs to be analysed and assessed to 
identify root causes.

According to Section 5.3.3, the organisation’s governing body and top 
management should appoint a compliance function with access to all 
information needed to perform compliance tasks.

The compliance function can conduct audits as required (Section 9.2). 
The audit criteria and scope of each audit should be defined and audi-
tors should be selected and audits be conducted to ensure objectivity 
and the impartiality of the audit process.

Top management should ensure that effective and timely systems of 
reporting are in place (Section 5.3.3). All non-compliance needs to be 
appropriately reported (Section 9.1.7).

8. Incentives and disciplinary measures

Accountability – What disciplinary actions did the company take 
in response to the misconduct and when did they occur? Were man-
agers held accountable for misconduct that occurred under their 
supervision? Did the company’s response consider disciplinary 
actions for supervisors’ failure in oversight? What is the company’s 
record (e.g., number and types of disciplinary actions) on employee 
discipline relating to the type(s) of conduct at issue? Has the com-
pany ever terminated or otherwise disciplined anyone (reduced or 
eliminated bonuses, issued a warning letter, etc.) for the type of mis-
conduct at issue?

Human Resources Process – Who participated in making discipli-
nary decisions for the type of misconduct at issue?

Consistent Application – Have the disciplinary actions and incen-
tives been fairly and consistently applied across the organization?

Incentive System – How has the company incentivized compli-
ance and ethical behavior? How has the company considered the 
potential negative compliance implications of its incentives and 
rewards? Have there been specific examples of actions taken (e.g., 
promotions or awards denied) as a result of compliance and ethics 
considerations?

Section 10 of the Standard holds that when non-compliance occurs, 
the organisation should take action to correct it, eliminate the root 
causes, implement any action needed and review the effectiveness of 
corrective action.

Section 7.3.2.3 underlines the need for prompt and proportionate 
disciplining in the case of wilful or negligent breaches of compliance 
obligations.

The compliance function should be responsible for promoting the 
inclusion of compliance responsibilities into job descriptions and 
employee performance management processes (Section 5.3.4).

Section 7.3.2.2 states that senior management has a key responsibility 
for ensuring that operational objectives and targets do not compro-
mise compliant behaviour.

9. Continuous improvement, periodic testing and review

Internal Audit – What types of audits would have identified issues 
relevant to the misconduct? Did those audits occur and what were 
the findings? What types of relevant audit findings and remedia-
tion progress have been reported to management and the board on 
a regular basis? How have management and the board followed up? 
How often has internal audit generally conducted assessments in 
high-risk areas?

Control Testing – Has the company reviewed and audited its com-
pliance program in the area relating to the misconduct, including 
testing of relevant controls, collection and analysis of compliance 
data, and interviews of employees and third-parties? How are the 
results reported and action items tracked? What control testing has 
the company generally undertaken?

Evolving Updates – How often has the company updated its risk 
assessments and reviewed its compliance policies, procedures, and 
practices? What steps has the company taken to determine whether 
policies/procedures/practices make sense for particular business 
segments/subsidiaries?

Section 9.2 of the Standard holds that the organisation should conduct 
audits at least at planned intervals to provide information on whether 
the compliance management system conforms to the organisation’s 
own criteria for its compliance management system and the recom-
mendations of the Standard, and is effectively implemented and main-
tained. The audit results should also be reported to the management.
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11. Mergers and acquisitions 

Due Diligence Process – Was the misconduct or the risk of mis-
conduct identified during due diligence? Who conducted the risk 
review for the acquired/merged entities and how was it done? What 
has been the M&A due diligence process generally?

Integration in the M&A Process – How has the compliance func-
tion been integrated into the merger, acquisition, and integration 
process?

Process Connecting Due Diligence to Implementation – What has 
been the company’s process for tracking and remediating mis-
conduct or misconduct risks identified during the due diligence 
process? What has been the company’s process for implementing 
compliance policies and procedures at new entities?

The Standard does not specifically address M&A-related due dili-
gence and compliance risk management. But any acquisition is part 
of a company’s business conduct and therefore subject to proper due 
diligence, particularly also post-acquisition.

Notes
1  See: https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/strategy-policy-and- 

training-unit/compliance-initiative
2  See: https://www.iso.org/standard/62342.html
3  However, ISO 19600 is “forward looking” and general and not meant 

to provide answers to individual cases.
4  ISO Standard 37001 – Anti-bribery management systems is more 

detailed.
5  The Flowchart of a compliance management system taken from ISO 

19600:2014 is reproduced with the permission of the International 
Organization for Standardization, ISO. The numbers in the chart cells 
refer to the relevant sections of the Standard, which can be obtained 
from any ISO member and from the website of the ISO Central 
Secretariat at the following address: www.iso.org. Copyright remains 
with ISO.

Section 9.3 holds that the organisation should retain documented 
information as evidence of the results of management reviews and 
provide copies to the governing body.

Section 10.2  recommends that the organisation should seek to con-
tinually improve the suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the 
compliance management system. The information collected, ana-
lysed and evaluated accordingly, and included in compliance reports, 
should be used as the basis for identifying opportunities to improve 
the organisation’s compliance performance.

10. Third-party management

Risk-Based and Integrated Processes – How has the company’s 
third-party management process corresponded to the nature and 
level of the enterprise risk identified by the company? How has this 
process been integrated into the relevant procurement and vendor 
management processes?

Appropriate Controls – What was the business rationale for the use 
of the third parties in question? What mechanisms have existed to 
ensure that the contract terms specifically described the services to 
be performed, that the payment terms are appropriate, that the 
described contractual work is performed, and that compensation 
is commensurate with the services rendered?

Management of Relationships – How has the company considered 
and analyzed the third party’s incentive model against compli-
ance risks? How has the company monitored the third parties in 
question? How has the company trained the relationship manag-
ers about what the compliance risks are and how to manage them? 
How has the company incentivized compliance and ethical behav-
ior by third parties?

Real Actions and Consequences – Were red flags identified from the 
due diligence of the third parties involved in the misconduct and 
how were they resolved? Has a similar third party been suspended, 
terminated, or audited as a result of compliance issues? How has 
the company monitored these actions (e.g., ensuring that the ven-
dor is not used again in case of termination)?

Section 8.3 of the Standard holds that the organisation should con-
sider compliance risks related to third-party-related processes, such 
as supply of goods and services and distribution of products, and put 
controls in place.

The Standard also holds that outsourcing of operations usually does 
not relieve the organisation of its legal responsibilities or compliance 
obligations. If there is any outsourcing of activities, the organisation 
needs to undertake effective due diligence to maintain its standards 
and commitment to compliance.

ISO Standard 37001 on anti-bribery management systems, specifies 
in detail the requirements of best practice third-party due diligence, 
monitoring, auditing and the corrective actions that must be taken in 
case of non-compliance.
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